Fire-Field, September, 1985
For as long as recorded time, the infinite sky has attracted and obsessed mankind. There the gods were thought to have resided and the fortunate to ascend after their life on earth had ceased. Centuries before sky travel came within human grasp, prehistoric peoples made enormous gestures on the earth, drawing figures that could only be seen by their gods.

Painter and photographer Robert Hartman was fortunate to be born in the era of air flight because ever since he can remember, he longed to fly. Even now he describes his earthbound hours as "irritating intervals between flights."* Hartman is especially fascinated by views of the earth that bear the marks of man's presence--irrigation systems, electrical towers, furrowed fields--which he finds "jarring, bizarre, enigmatic, or exquisitely beautiful."

As he flies his 1949 Piper "Clipper" over a hundred-mile radius of the San Francisco Bay from altitudes ranging from 1000 to 7000 feet, Hartman points his camera straight down, capturing the provocative detail rather than the grand vista. Hartman was trained in academic drawing and painting and until ten years ago painting was his dominant form of expression. It is not surprising then that his richly colored Cibachrome photographs have an abstract, painterly quality that sets them apart from most aerial photography. In Hartman's works, we are looking at pictures, not maps.

Hartman's photographs demonstrate a remarkable formal range, from softly impressionistic images such as the Southwest of Rio Vista, which portrays a pale blue-green field of spring wheat interrupted only by a single electric transmission tower, to images like Blue Rise, in which saturated blue areas of color are contained in geometric strips of land.

Some are complex patterns of color and form, such as Lake Shasta, Shoreline, August and Developing Sign, while others are simple and monochromatic, like Planetary Detail and Field of Activity. Often what is being recorded is ambiguous, as in Yellow-Green Pond or Electric Start, or momentary, as in the cloud shadows of Illuminated Circles and Cloud Shapes Over Field Shapes.

The transitory nature of the landscape is especially evident in Fire-Field, a dramatic picture of controlled crop burning, and in Burning Off Hills, the charred remains of such activity. Although these two photographs are related by subject-matter, on a formal level they contrast radically. Fire-Field is composed of large areas of bright orange and black, while Burning Off Hills shows up as a monochromatic and linear pattern.

Hartman reveals to the viewer the rarest seen and seemingly infinite variety of shapes and patterns created by the meeting of land and water in such pictures as Discovery Bay, Edge San Pablo Bay, Suisun Bay Edge, and Lake Shasta Shoreline, August. Like all of Hartman's photographs, these operate both on the level of reality as observed from the uniquely twentieth-century aerial vantage point and on the level of abstract composition.

Hartman rarely crops and never alters his prints. Through many years of practice (he has been flying since 1945 and has owned his own airplane since 1970), he is able to compose in the lens instantaneously. At first Hartman used his photographs as sketches for paintings but around fifteen years ago discovered that what he was aiming for in his paintings was to "make something as intensely real as my memories of flying." He found through photography he could combine his passion for flying and painting.

Hartman is a Professor in the Department of Practice of Art at UC Berkeley, where he has taught since 1961. He was born in Sharon, Pennsylvania, but spent most of his childhood in Arizona, receiving his B.F.A. (1951) and M.A. (1952) from the University of Arizona.

Constance Lewallen* All quotes are from Peter Nabakov, "Flight Patterns."
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